
Immersive artistic tool to cut  
Female Genital Mutilation   

by Hedoné Collective 

a call  
to empower  

women and stop  
crimes against pleasure 

through art and education
all artwork in this presentation by  

Georgia O'Kee!e (1887-1986)

LOVE THE FLOWER
 p o e t i c  s t o r y b o a r d



“I love my mother. I love my family. I love Africa. 

For over 3,000 years, the family truly believes that the daughter who is not 

circumcised is not clean, because what exists between our legs is not clean.  

So it must be removed and cleaned up, as proof of virginity and virtue. 

In the wedding night, the husband takes a blade or a knife and cuts it open 

before he forces himself into his bride…

Waris Dirie  
Speech at United Nations (1997)



“An uncircumcised girl cannot marry. Consequently, she’s expelled from her 

village and put on the same level as a whore.  

This practice continues even tough it is not written in the Koran. It is accepted 

that, as a result of this mutilation, women are sick mentally and physically for 

the rest of their lives. The same women who are the backbone of Africa.  

I survived, but my 2 sisters did not…

Waris Dirie  
Speech at United Nations (1997)



“When I was a child, I said I did not want to 

be a woman.  

Why, when it is so painful and so unhappy? 

But now, that I’m grown, I’m proud to be 

who I am. 

But, for the sake of all of us, let us try and 

change what that means to be a woman.”

Waris Dirie, FGM Survivor  
Model, social activist, author, actress 
UN Special Ambassador (1997–2003)



Female Genital Mutilation

is a crime against humanity.



circumcising

cutting

killing

infecting

torturing

scarring

desensitizing 

…

It must stop now.

What can we do about it?

300M living women affected

rooted in gender inequality

predates today's religions

they don’t live “over there” 
some are closer than we think 

(expats are all around)

serves no health or other  
      benefit whatsoever

can be stopped 
if we act together  

incising 



“Art is the lie…



… that tells the truth.”

- Pablo Picasso



but can this lie  
change the 

 truth 
?



can this art  
improve 

 lives 
?



Hedoné  
has a unique 


art therapy approach 

 to transform attitudes on FGM 
 

using Psychomagia as a tool 
 

̈Psychomagia is a therapy form proposed  
by A. Jodorowsky, who recommends  
the cure of blockages and traumas  

through artistic methods that

speak directly to the  

subconscious.  ̈ 



1. Superfoods Feast Gathering 
2. Binaural Sound Meditation  
3. Audiovisual VR Experience 
4. Educative Talk & Open Mic 
5. Music & Circular Dancing  

MULTISENSORIAL EXPERIENCE 

This event is designed to reshape mindsets in areas where FGM is practiced. To be successful, we 

need to persuade whole communities. Effective transformation needs to be for the collective (or 

majority). We want to apply the method in small villages of 2,000 inhabitants or less in groups 

of no more than 50 participants per group. Each group will need ~2 hrs to complete the 5 steps.    

our 
5-step  

method to  
psychomagia 



To entice participants, a tasty selection of dishes rich in 
Tryptophan will be offered at screening events.  

It is present in most protein-based foods: chocolate,  oats, 
dried dates, milk, yogurt,  cottage cheese, red meet, eggs, fish, 
poultry, sesame,  chickpeas, almonds, sunflower seeds, pumpkin 
seeds, buckwheat, spirulina, and peanuts.  

Tryptophan is proven to help us secrete higher levels of 
serotonin. This is very important for our intervention, as it aids 
cognitive functions like memory and learning. 

SUPERFOODS FEAST GATHERING



Breath work combined with aromatherapy and binaural sound  
can relax the mind for new knowledge. Linked to the sensory 
process, gamma brainwaves are closely associated with data 
processing and attention. Aromatherapy is a powerful tool when 
it comes to mood and behavior. Different scents like Rosemary, 
Jasmine and Cinnamon have been known to  improve mental 
function, enhance focus, and trigger desirable impulses. 

BINAURAL SOUND MEDITATION



High-quality VR headsets - with no compromise on sound - will 
teleport the audience into a dreamy journey, LOVE THE FLOWER. 
A 12-minute audiovisual collage of original immersive music 
and powerful imagery in virtual reality will send powerful 
messages to observers’ subconscious by association to create a 
new vantage of the female genitalia: positive, sacred, and 
natural. The picture is a homogeneous combination of 
animation art, classical film, and special CGI effects, visualized 
as part of the larger 5-sense event experience.

AUDIOVISUAL VR EXPERIENCE



EDUCATIVE TALK & OPEN MIC

Q&A round after FGM background talk with facts & 
figures focusing on the: 

✴ Origins of the practice predating all major religions 

✴ Percentage of cases that end up in fatality or 
permanent impairment 

✴ Data about economic progress in countries that 
have successfully ended FGM 

✴ How healthier women have transformed the 
socioeconomics of their communities



Contemporary methodology that integrates millennial 
practices to reestablish breathing awareness and connection 
beyond ourselves. This generates a high vibrational frequency 
sustained by music, chanting, and dancing, leading towards 
collective ecstasy. This group exercise will help stimulate the 
secretion of endorphins. Elevated serum beta-endorphin 
concentrations have been linked to several psychological and 
physiological benefit, including enhanced mood states. 

MUSIC & CIRCULAR DANCING



LOVE THE FLOWER

Script — L. (Dotheart) 
Original Idea — Rubò (Hedoné) 

Experience guided by local experts  

Gaye Alieu, educator & activist from Gambia  
Fatou Diata (Sister Fa), musician & activist from Senegal 

 p o e t i c  s t o r y b o a r d



WHAT DOES THE VR FILM CONTAIN? 

Dream-like journey from realism to surrealism  

Strong messages by metaphoric association 

Mixed media footage from across genres   

Expressive music via immersive gear

WHAT DOES THE VR FILM NOT CONTAIN? 

Any genitalia or individual nudity 

Any reference to or depiction of FGM 

Any intelligible text, narration, or vocals 

Any personification of appearing characters 



WHAT DOES OUR 
SCRIPT LOOK  

LIKE 
?

WHAT DOES OUR 
SCRIPT LOOK  

LIKE 
?

changelog

other slide on freedom and art and most vs 
least benefactors (call to all artists)

idea of makers’ competition

37 affected by competition?

pre 37

vulva is the body in a flower

36

41

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10 background then Q&A

11 2 local expert lines 
(capitalization and fix)

12 reorder right side

15 consider

17

18 LOOKS vs SOUNDS

19 Sad woman

20 from more

21

22 seed, food, and fruit

24 LOOKS vs SOUNDS

25 message

27

28

31 plus round corners

33 on vs go

39 check and fix last sentence “directly to victims of and 
women carrying out cutting rituals in Senegal.”

40 "at this stage”

progress

script matrix

I

Working Title

Key Themes

Description

Takeaways

Visual Cues

Transition

Music

Duration

References

Original Art

II

Working Title

Key Themes

Description

Takeaways

Visual Cues

Transition

Music

Duration

References

Original Art

III

Working Title

Key Themes

Description

Takeaways

Visual Cues

Transition

Music

Duration

References

Original Art

IV

Working Title

Key Themes

Description

Takeaways

Visual Cues

Transition

Music

Duration

References

Original Art

presentation

template

W’s

Why

quotes from speech

FGM is a crime against humanity that must stop

Art therapy... surgical cognitive inception

Educational, persuasive, 

Tribute to best-of-breed motion picture art to date on these themes

Platform to promote the original art/artists stitching this together

What

intervention

superfood feast

music & dancing ritual

breath-work & aromatherapy

immersive audiovisual VR experience

educative talk and open mic QA

The film version

crowdfunding teaser < 3 minutes

Where
Countries affected/toured in Africa

starting in

Gambia 

Senegal

Sister Fa

mutilated artist

Orchid Project and Desert Flower (NGOs) against FGM

Fundraisers in various cities

When rough timeline

2020

Q1

Q2 storyboard ready

Q3

Q4 crowdfunding teaser ready

2021

Q1

Q2 ready to visit

Q3

Q4

distinguish between $ for film and for trips 

add documentary idea

Who

Who should this persuade? Roles/stakeholders

OEMs

Bose

Samsung

Lumitrix

...

IP owners

BBC

Bjork

...

Contributing artists

adaptations

original art
makers

summary of the original art

digest and reference more detail 
in future document

musicians don’t mention names

Sponsors

Georgia O’Keefe museum

Apple

Art therapy

Who will be seeing this? Profiles/names
Hedoné team? asdasd

asda

Who is behind this (team/artists)?
original art

How

fundraising

For producing VR film experience

Fees for content creators, animators, and VR experts

Fees for 

add musicians

add director

For purchasing required VR gear (targeting ~80 headsets)
~40 for use with community in affected areas in Senegal, Gambia, and other locations

~40 for use in screening events worldwide to bring awareness and raise funds for the intervention effort

For financing interventions in Senegal & Gambia

Per intervention event (budget for superfood, aromas, deco, support, and cleanup) 

Flight and accommodation for screening team

Budget for 

detailed budget to be provided 
later stage 

same for schedule

strategy etc

introduction

END WITH BIG ROSE - “Flowers are primarily made up of sex organs and things 
that surround the sex organs. In fact, they have both male and female sex organ. I 
don’t want to burst your bubble or anything, but you kind of were painting vaginas 
all that time. I know that sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, but a flower is pretty 
much always a cunt.” - Ref. George O’Keeffe

PRE-PART II ON - Animation means “the act of breathing life into something: vitalization, 
vivification, enlivenment (the state of being lively ) airiness, ardor, buoyancy, earnestness, 
energy, enthusiasm, liveliness, promptitude, spirit, sprightliness, vivacity (the condition of 
being alive)

other/temp apply for funding from the georgia o’keeffe museum; two-fold request

cover collection at museum

fundraising to help make movie

fundraising to help show movie

Datura / Miracle Flower / 
Foripondio / Tuluachi

navigate with matrix/grid 
(convert to text pieces)

re-include and elaborate transitions

introduce each part

flow & polish

quality check with 5 C’s

Correctness

Consistency

Compliance

Completeness

Confetti

Don’t Cut the Flower
immersive artistic tool to fight 

female genital mutilation  

Hedoné Collective

original idea and brief by Lola Toscano
artistic development and storyboard by L.

master design criteria

no intelligible words, voiceover, or vocals

may have female voice but no lyrics

leading contenders
Emel Methlouthi (African/Tunisia)

Persian opera singer (ref. Tamer/Bedouin)

original universal musical score

best-of-breed footage for 4 parts

no personification of any individual  
in any of the footage

only exception is baby grower

even the original art-making will 
ONLY show the art 

maybe achieve in stop-motion 
incorporation only from art in film

shows no vaginas or explicit individual nudity 

non traditional art (not painting or sculpture for eg)

no footage of or direct referencing to FGM or related

a serialized, stitching, and stringing of it all together

from the chronology of all parts

to chronology of making every art piece

to sequencing of...

...

original art

baby grows

ARTIST

RELEVANCE

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We Comes from flower / vagina

III - Hell Grows into flower cutter (blood splash)

IV - Heaven
Evolves into flower waterer and caregiver 

Reverse shot tying in umbilical chord and location at Caracol 19

eyes of god

ARTIST
crowdcreated

supervised by Ricardo

RITUAL

rotating thread around 4 
corners/sticks/parts

colors, shapes, designs vary

but 1 thread links and ties it all

RELEVANCE

cyclic and 4’s

choose oval shaped
eye when horizontal

vagina when vertical

called ojos de dios

threading and stitching

ref. Qualia roof one

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We

Hands (of one, closeup)

Time lapsed, beat matched, POV

Black and white blend in

III - Hell Thread cutting, teeth, snapping

IV - Heaven

artwork coming together 

zoom out for perspective

black and white before here

burst in color only in end
describe scatter-based frames 
technique, with sudden sounds, 
like an art-instead-of-horror 
thriller and suspense build up

crowdsourced wall beyond single piece 

hello hymen

ARTIST Ricardo Martinez

RITUAL
wire bending, knotting, twisting, cutting

wireframe torso sculpting

RELEVANCE

universality of form

gender neutrality

circular gut/entry

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We

III - Hell thin wire twisting and cutting

IV - Heaven

artwork coming together 

zoom out for perspective

human unintelligible before

flowers of life

ARTIST Lola Toscano I think you, Lola, should do this

You have it all

It’s on your body

Richie can teach you steps

It’s a nice surprise in the making-of / meet-the-artists movie

RITUAL

Compassing circles

Painting in to fill flowers

Intersecting and multiplying

RELEVANCE

Systemic flowering

Growth and offspring

Cellular multiplication

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We different renditions throughout (X-ray, 
animated, cartoon, photographed, etc.)

III - Hell
compass needle and slashing

sharpness, stabbing, squeaking

IV - Heaven
artwork coming together 

zoom out for perspective

sea of leaves

ARTIST Pao Lopez

RITUAL

giving new life to old life

cutting of leaves & flowers

treating, preserving, mixing

RELEVANCE

to cutting 
(constant theme + 
grand reveal in the end)

to flowering and plants

to art-making instead of killing

to Hedoné stylistically and later

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We

III - Hell

Crushing of leaves

Cutting of flowers

Pressing in book

IV - Heaven
Mixing into harmony

Zoom out onto full piece/canvas

singing bowls

ARTIST Malika Malek
Hened Kuri

Maria Lopez

RITUAL

circular, bidirectional

healing of self/other/world

centrifugal sound momentum 

RELEVANCE

harmony and unity from both

rippling creates waves

cyclic, ritualistic

INTEGRATION

I - Coming
closeup, top spinning; like planets and circular choreographies 

frame should be on circle; barely any hands, if so just 1 (from 1)

II - We

III - Hell

IV - Heaven

multiple bowls and women

more festive environment

zoom out for perspective

web of selves

ARTIST Anastasia Yanitskaya

RITUAL
systemic knotting

crystals at intersections (dots)

RELEVANCE

Alan Watts - “Imagine a 
multidimensional spider's web in 
the early morning covered with 
dew drops. And every dew drop 
contains the reflection of all the 
other dew drops. And, in each 
reflected dew drop, the reflections 
of all the other dew drops in that 
reflection. And so ad infinitum. 
That is the Buddhist conception of 
the universe in an image.”

A great analogy for interconnectedness. If every individual is a dew drop on a 
spider web filled with other dew drops, and every dew drop contains a 
reflection of all other dew drops, than we can say that each individual is a 
reflection of all other individuals. This helps describe the non-duality between 
“self” and “others.” We are all reflections of other personalities. Last year I tried 
to describe this using another analogy, “consciousness is a house of mirrors.”

Perhaps the most famous 
analogy for interconnectedness 
is Indra’s Net

“Far away in the heavenly abode of the great God Indra, there is a wonderful net which has 
been hung by some cunning artificer in such a manner that it stretches out indefinitely in all 
directions. In accordance with the extravagant tastes of deities, the artificer has hung a single 
glittering jewel at the net’s every node, and since the net itself is infinite in dimension, the 
jewels are infinite in number. There hang the jewels, glittering like stars of the first magnitude, 
a wonderful sight to behold. If we now arbitrarily select one of these jewels for inspection and 
look closely at it, we will discover that in its polished surface there are reflected all the other 
jewels in the net, infinite in number. Not only that, but each of the jewels reflected in this one 
jewel is also reflecting all the other jewels, so that the process of reflection is infinite.”

homes, cycles, nature, perfection... 

INTEGRATION

I - Coming webs and dew drops

II - We sorting of gems/crystals

III - Hell

crushing of some jewels/crystals

knotting, tying, pulling, stretching

cuttings of threads (cutter, scissors)

IV - Heaven

loft vs dome vs both 

artwork coming together 

zoom out for perspective

 original music

FGM background skeleton

sequencing

[scripting]

STORYBOARD MATRIX

part #             PART I            PART II PART III PART IV

script per part

Working Title               Coming We        Hell       Heaven

Key Theme(s)

.
This

Is only 
Happening:

Space and time
Form and variety

Cycles and richness
History and evolution

Choreography and flow
.

.
We
Are

More
In love

Into more
Togetherness

Love is the glue
Vagina is the flower

.

.
No

Pain
Stop
Fear

Death
Misery

Disease
Suffering

.

.
Yes
Play

Enjoy
Beauty
Vivacity
Pleasure
Newness

Abundance
.

Description

.
How 

Have we 
Come this far

Since the bang:
The dance to date

Form to this (Reality)
Evolution to now (Life)

Blackness to here (Earth)
Botanical to human (Nature)

Atomic to astrological (Quanta)
In everything we perceive (Qualia)

.

.
Now

Zoom into 
Where we start

La Flor de la Vida
Is the flowering of life

Vulva is the body in a flower
In the garden of spirals fractaling

An environment for energy to manifest
For man to make a mark and her to grow

The mirror of consciousness touching itself
The blossoming into flower and fruit and seed

.

.
Hurt

The cycle
By infringing

On the wisdom
Of nature’s growth

Fast-forward through
The fast-forwarding eras

More for me for more of mine
Wars of SARS of speed of greed

Illusions of control and separateness
Valleys from peaks tipping her highness

.

.
Love

Her for her
Being as she is

The harmonious full
Coexisting since the on

When light was far and Om
Came before we had a tongue

To lay the narratives of societies
Rooted in an empathy for eternity

We are the perfection that just feels
Naturally human and humanly natural

.

Takeaways

.
Life

Is perfect 
Here on Earth

Mother of mothers 
Has brought us this far 

Tides of beauty in harmony
The cross-dimensional pattern 

To the rhythm of the cycles 
In creative intelligence

Delivering deities
For which she
Weaves out

Nature
.

.
We

Are the
Blossoming:

Nibbling nipples 
Seed, food, &  fruit

Home, heat, & paper
Continuity in perpetuity
Apples drop and inspire
Tulips whisper and invite

Truffles in shock then awe
Nutrition, color, and growth
To newness from multiplicity

Efficient survives but art stays
From within, since, and beyond
The wombs behind their orchids
In a flowering of life flowering on

...

.
Leave

Goddesses
To do their thing

Come as they could
And grow as they should

This darkness may be where
We were but not where we will
Go and grow and do and be

We now know the walls
We crash head-on

Blood on blood
That must 

Stop
.

.
Eternity

In the party
After the party

Where everybody
Loves everybody free

A garden of yes and yours
To play and learn and give all

To grow with a fullest face 
Showering in grace 

Wrapped in lace
Abundance

In every
Kiss

.

.
Eternity

In the lives
After the lives

Where everybody
Loves everybody free

A garden of yes and yours
To play and learn and give all

To grow with a fullest face 
Showering in grace 

Wrapped in lace
Abundance

In every
Kiss

.

Transition

.
Toc

Tic toc
Peek-a-boo

And it all starts
From the first pixels 

To capturing the richest 
Audiovisual poetry on screen

As the ‘pre-we’ era decompresses
This documentary becomes conscious 

Of itself... We watch us multiply through it
.

.
We

See no
Humans

But humanity
In human-made art

Depicting other humans
In zoetrope from singing bowl

Black mother’s legs cross in a flower
 Blossoming in a newborn door to existence

Flicking through goddess vulvas in nature and art
.

.
This

Cutting
Is a shadow

We burry behind us
A plastic-wrapped corpse

In a pesticide-fumigated tomb
Deaf to the contractions in her womb

Cyclones from volcanos flooding to plague
Fossil forces armed in fuel and fire and the hand

Invisible to capital earthquakes as shadows still haunt
.

.
Here

If we are
Heaven is here

Heaven is not waiting
Heaven is no more waiting

Heaven is when we worry no more
Heaven is when we don’t worry anymore

Heave is round and wet and luscious and magic
 Heaven is fresh and sweet and color and full of songs

Heaven is stuck in harmony because He and Eve are even
.

Heaven is our haven everywhere He and Eve grow even
Heaven is our haven everywhere He and Eve play even

Heaven is harmony haven every time He and Eve are even
Heaven is honeymoon in harmony if He and Eve are even
Heaven is stuck in honeymoon while He and Eve are even

Visual Cues

.
Looks

Filmed off film:
Colorful but preserved

Documentative in its dogma
Intentional in using no blossoming 

Footage of flowering, fruiting, or seeding

.
Looks

(Wo)man-made:
In tribute to animated art

From zoetrope to CGI to flipbook
Pre-film lens-less motion-based storytelling

[Cut-out, puppetry, clay figures, manga, stop-motion]

.
Looks

Old and far:
Black white sepia

Whatever captures ancient
To current darkness of mankind

Our lowest lows without finger-pointing

.
Looks

Unwatered till:
Blue potion colors life

From draught to bloom in full
Bursting bustling buzzing coloring

Pearling plum purring purple perpetuity

Music

Transcendental and progressive
Positive, storytellish, elemental

No vocals but a lot of nature
Pre-human-made sounds

Spacey and jungly
 In the same

Time
.

._____     ______
Delicate, emotive, & romantic
Sounds of human-made stuff

Tribal, ethnic, and melodic
Beat establishes rhythm

For pulse to start in
Who we bring 

Home
.

Synthesized drama abounds
The mechanization of man

Artificial, angular, faster
Experimental beyond
The pace of nature

In still wanting
More

.

Free-flowing percussion-brimming
Deep-grooving home-coming

Authentic instrumentation
Flutes, strings, bongos
Sistrums, mandolins

With focus on
Happy

.

vocal none none none voice of Emel Mathlouthi

pulse none starts races / interrupts merges with beat

Duration 2 - 2.5 min (total 4 parts < 8 min) 2 - 2.5 min (total 4 parts < 8 min) 2 - 2.5 min (total 4 parts < 8 min) 2 - 2.5 min (total 4 parts < 8 min)

References REF. L!FE, PLANET EARTH, ONE STRANGE 
ROCK, BARAKA, SAMSARA, AND THE LIKE

REF. BJÖRK (TABULA RASA); GIBRAN’S PROPHET; 
VIVA LA VULVA (LIBRESSE SVERIGE); MAX COOPER

REF. GREAT DICTATOR, GLOBAL WARM/GREED(ING), 
SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (WITH ARMY/VIRUS BLENDS) LOVE ME IF YOU DARE;

[stylistically] BLOOD, DEATH, 
AND ROBOTS part III

big orchid shaving knife and lots of blood

spread out covering screen

message cutting the flower is negative and bring misery

to protect and empower the orgasm

av orgasm

explosion of purple ivy part IV

part IV

kid takes care of the flower

poor and dry background

he puts water on the flower

everything grows and happiness 
and abundance is expressed

mortality and immortality

flipbook -> okeefe canvases -> cutting of flower / blood / then black and white

Her legs cross 
A visual climax must be reached

end part with flip book animation before/after another animation types

Original Art

singing bowls zoetrope animator
o’keene canvases

flipbook

the threading, needling. and sewing need to be redirected to art and beauty - this is th  art  therapy and healing and emancipation

            PART I (Coming)            PART II (We) PART III (Hell) PART IV (Heaven)

[randomly ordered]

ZT zoe tropos

ARTIST [to be determined]

Zoetrope - pre-film animation cylinder - is composed from the Greek root ζωή (zoe, "life”) and τρόπος (tropos, "turning”) as a translation of "wheel of life"

from zoomed SB
to cylinder animation n/a n/a

from monkey to humans 
(evolution scene is on zoetrope)

TP time petals

ARTIST [n/a or stock footage]

A twist on the classic ‘love me, love me not’ kids game, except that petals falling here signify the tic tocing of man’s race against time and nature

n/a n/a colorless time-ticking n/a

BG baby grows

ARTIST [to be animated in PART II and casted in PARTs III & IV]

Black skinned male (newborn, child, and adolescent) symbolizes humanity’s relationship with nature (reverse shot ties umbilical chord in Caracol 19 location)

n/a comes from flower/vagina grows into flower cutter evolves into waterer & caregiver

EG eyes of god

ARTIST [crowdcreated; supervised by Ricardo Martinez]

Ojos de Dios is a spiritual and votive object made by weaving yarn upon a wooden cross with several colors; commonly found in indigenous  Mexico

RITUAL

rotating thread around 4 
corners/sticks/parts

colors, shapes, designs vary

but 1 thread links and ties it all

RELEVANCE

cyclic and 4’s

choose oval shaped
eye when horizontal

vagina when vertical

called ojos de dios

threading and stitching

ref. Qualia roof one

INTEGRATION

I - Coming

II - We

Hands (of one, closeup)

Time lapsed, beat matched, POV

Black and white blend in

III - Hell Thread cutting, teeth, snapping

IV - Heaven

artwork coming together 

zoom out for perspective

black and white before here

burst in color only in end
describe scatter-based frames 
technique, with sudden sounds, 
like an art-instead-of-horror 
thriller and suspense build up

crowdsourced wall beyond single piece 

HH hello hymen

ARTIST Ricardo Martinez

[one line description]

SL sea of leaves

ARTIST Pao Lopez

[one line description]

FF flowers of life

ARTIST Lola Toscano

[one line description]

SB singing bowls

ARTIST Malika Malek (Hene Kuri, Maria Lopez, Pao Lopez)

[one line description]

WS web of selves

ARTIST Anastasia Yanitskaya

[one line description]

add neovi

add vocals and transitions

PART I

PART II

Working Title We

Key themes

.
We
Are
More
In love
From more
Togetherness
Love is the glue
Vagina is the flower

Description

.
Now

Zoom into 
Where we start

La Flor de la Vida
Is the flowering of life

Vulva is the body in a flower
In the garden of spirals fractaling

An environment for energy to manifest
For man to make a mark and her to grow

The mirror of consciousness touching itself
The blossoming into flower and fruit and seed

Starts in the eye of the temple of nature 
In the lips of the door of the tunnel

Gushing with life and waste
At the rhythm of tides

Pacing our breath
To hide and seek

Give and take
So let’s play
Let us sing
The done
Is a dot
To do
And
Dot

.
A

Gain
A gain
Again
Egg
In
.

I.n
In.to

Eg.gs
Do.ne

D.o
Né
.

É.l
He
Elle

Hedo
Donia
Él/le
Don
L.

Takeaways

.
We
Are the
Blossoming:
Nibbling nipples 
Seed, food, & fruit
Home, heat, & paper
Continuity in perpetuity
Apples drop and inspire
Tulips whisper and invite
Truffles in shock then awe
Nutrition, color, and growth
To newness from multiplicity
Efficient survives but art stays
From within, since, and beyond
The wombs behind their orchids
In a flowering of life flowering on

Visual cues

Music

Duration

Transitions

References

PART III

PART IV

other
all start from a dot
except for the first
it started from two
we are the union
out of contrasts 
attracting to fill
feeling to be
resonance

as lines
cross
in a
dot

.
dot

after
dot in

lines of 
dots join

more dots
lining ways 

connecting in
these who mix

variance in new
intersection to be

them both in a one

all start from a dot
except for the first
it started from two
we are the union
out of contrasts 
attracting to fill
feeling to be
resonance

as lines
cross
in a
dot

.
dot

after
dot in

lines of 
dots join

more dots
lining ways 

connecting in
these who mix

variance in new
intersection to be

the both in the one

all start from a dot
except for the first
it started from two
we are the union
out of contrasts 
attracting to fill
feeling to be
resonance

as lines
cross
in a
dot

.
dot

after
dot in

lines of 
dots join

more dots
lining ways 

connecting in
these who mix

variance in new
intersection to be
them both in a dot

all start from a dot
except for the first
it started from two
we are the union
out of contrasts 
attracting to fill
feeling to be
resonance

as lines
cross
in a
dot

.
dot

after
dot in

lines of 
dots join

more dots
lining ways 

connecting in
these who mix

variance in new
intersection to be

the both in the new

.
We

Are the
Blossoming:

Nibbling nipples 
Seed, food, &  fruit

Home, heat, & paper
Continuity in perpetuity
Apples drop and inspire
Tulips whisper and invite

Truffles in shock then awe
Nutrition, color, and growth
To newness from multiplicity

Efficient survives but art stays
From within, since, and beyond
The wombs behind their orchids

In the flowering this life 
Flowering on

And on
And

vr

htc vive https://arts.vive.com/us/articles/
projects/ChengRan/ art focus

oculus rift doing good focus

steam

samsung

tools
unity source code

unreal

3 tools

vvv ai and data visualization windows

touch designer free tool apple

processing linux

FGM - documentary on Egypt

audio
surround sound

... msp https://cycling74.com/products/
maxforlive

immersive audio
https://aws.amazon.com/
sumerian/ VR platform on web/amazon

STORYBOARD

PART               I II III IV

TITLE               COMING WE HELL       HEAVEN

THEME

.
this

is only 
happening

space and time
form and variety

cycles and richness
history and evolution

choreography and flow
.

.
we
are

more
in love

with more
togetherness

love is the glue
vulva is the flower

.

.
no
fear
stop
pain

death
misery
disease

suffering
.

.
yes
play

enjoy
beauty
vivacity

newness
pleasure

abundance
.

DESCRIPTION

.
how 

have we 
come this far

since the bang
the dance to date

form to this (reality)
evolution to now (life)

blackness to here (earth)
botanical to human (nature)

atomic to astrological (quanta)
to anything we perceive (qualia)

.

.
now

zoom into 
where we start

La Flor de la Vida
is the flowering of life

vulva is the body in a flower
in the garden of spirals that fractal

an environment for energy to manifest
for man to make his mark and her to grow

the mirrors for consciousness touching itself
the blossoming into flower and fruit and seed

.

.
hurt

the cycles
by infringing

on the wisdom
of nature’s growth

fast-forward through
the fast-forwarding eras

more for me in more of mine
wars for creed for speed for greed 

the illusion of control and separating 
peaks from valleys tipping her highness 

.

.
love

her for her
being as she is

the harmonious full
coexisting since the go

when light was far and Om
came before we had a tongue

to lay the narratives of societies
rooted in an empathy for eternity

we are the perfection that just feels
naturally human and humanly natural

.

TAKEAWAY

.
life

is perfect 
here on earth

mother of mothers 
has brought us this far 

tides of beauty in harmony
the cross-dimensional pattern 

to the rhythm of the cycles 
in creative intelligence

delivering deities
for which she
weaves out

nature
.

.
we

are the
florescence

nibbling nipples
pollenating poems

petal-penning planets
continuity in perpetuity
apples drop and inspire
tulips whisper and invite
truffles in shock then awe

nutrition, color, and growth
to newness from multiplicity

efficient survives but art orbits
from within, since, and beyond
the wombs behind their orchids

in a flowering of life flowering on
...

.
leave

goddesses
to do their thing

come as they could
and grow as they should

this darkness may be where
we were but not where we will

go and grow and do and be
we now know the walls

we crash head-on
blood on blood

that must 
stop

.

.
eternity

in the party
after the party

where everybody
loves everybody free

a garden of yes and yours
to play and learn and give all

to grow with a fullest face 
showering in grace 

wrapped in lace
abundance

in every
kiss

.

TRANSITION

.
time

ticks toc
peek-a-boo

and it all starts
from the first pixels 

to capturing the richest 
audiovisual poetry on screen

as the pre-we era decompresses
our virtual reality becomes conscious 

of itself and we watch us multiply with it
.

.
we

see no
humans

but humanity
in human-made art

depicting other humans
in zoetrope from singing bowl

black mother’s legs cross in a flower
 blossoming in a newborn door to existence

flicking through goddess vulvas in nature and art
.

.
this

cutting
is a shadow

we burry behind us
a plastic-wrapped corpse

in a pesticide-fumigated tomb
deaf to the contractions in her womb

cyclones from volcanos flooding to plague
fossil forces armed in fuel and fire and the hand

invisible to capital earthquakes as shadows still haunt
.

.
here

if we are
heaven is here

heaven is not waiting
heaven is no more worrying

heaven is when we fear no more
heaven is when we don’t suffer anymore

heave is round and wet and luscious and magic
 heaven is fresh and sweet and color and full of songs

heaven is stuck in harmony because eve and he are even
.

PICTURE

.
looks

cyclic in loops
colorful but preserved

documentative in its dogma
intentional in using no blossoming 

clips of flowers, fruits, seeds, or humans

.
looks

(wo)man-made
in tribute to animated art

from zoetrope to flip-book to CGI
pre-film lens-less motion-based storytelling

[cut-out, stop-motion, puppetry, clay figures, manga]

.
looks

old and far
black sepia white

whatever captures ancient
to current darkness of mankind

our lowest lows without finger-pointing

.
looks

unwatered till
blue potion colors life

from draught to bloom in full
blowing bursting bustling buzzing

pearling plum purring purple perpetuity

SOUND

transcendental and progressive
positive, storytellish, elemental

no vocals but a lot of nature
pre-human-made sounds

spacey and jungly
 in the same

time
.

. _______                       _______
delicate, emotive, and romantic

sounds of human-made stuff
tribal, ethnic, and melodic

beat establishes rhythm
for pulse to start in

who we bring 
home

.

synthesized drama abounds
the mechanization of man

artificial, angular, faster
experimental beyond

the pace of nature
in still wanting

more
.

free-flowing percussion-brimming
deep-grooving home-coming

authentic instrumentation
flutes, strings, bongos
sistrums, mandolins

with focus on
happy

.

we want to cut the cutting

art to save lives

beauty to end suffering, 
pleasure to replace pain, etc.

what is any art really? (some) freedom of expression

how is art a weapon here?

freedom fights the lack of it

the benefactors from freedom to 
the max (artists, hedonists, etc.) 
are creating and giving to help 
these suffering from freedom at its 
least (killing, cutting, disease, etc.) 

so audiovisual orgasm? to protect and empower the orgasm
we
believe
art saves lives
it’s our non-weapon
against all the weapons
if we want to ‘cut the cutting’
burry it where life is being buried
we propose an ‘audiovisual orgasm’
that can protect and grow the orgasm
we - the doers, the artists, the hedonists
have a duty to beauty and will react if
plucked, pushed, pulled, or pressed
freedom wins back when it lacks
where these who enjoy most
their freedoms help those
who miss the freedom 
at its very living 
- life-loving -
least.

Now
Zoom into 
Where we 

start
La Flor de la 

Vida
Is the 

flowering of 
life

Vulva is the 
body in a 

flower
In the 

garden of 
spirals 

fractaling
An 

environment 
for energy 
to manifest
For man to 

make a 
mark and 

her to grow
The mirror 

of 
consciousne
ss touching 

itself
The 

blossoming 
into flower 

and fruit and 
seed

Starts in the 
eye of the 

vulvalesque 
rose 

On the lip of 
the door of 
the tunnel
Gushing 

with life and 
waste
At the 

rhythm of 
tides

Pacing our 
breath

To hide & 
seek

Give & take
Inside out
Outside in

So let’s play
Please sing
The done
Is a dot
To do
And
Dot
Do
!
.
!
A

Gain
A gain
Again
Egg
In
!
.
!

 i!n
in!to
(egg)
do!ne
d ! o
n!é

!
.
!

é!l
el!le

he!do
do!nia
do!n
él!le
L!
!
.

4/26/2020

if this proposal is accepted by 
you/Hedoné, I think you’ll have...

couple of (relevant) quotes before we start... Picasso

“Art is the lie... ... that tells the truth.” Good art is what changes 
(improves) this truth

“Good artists copy... Great artists steal.” What matters is where we take things to. Not from.

concept

what you really want here is...

art to save lives

beauty to end suffering, 
pleasure to replace pain, etc.

what is any art really? (some) freedom of expression

how is art a weapon here?

freedom fights the lack of it

the benefactors from freedom to 
the max (artists, hedonists, etc.) 
are creating and giving to help 
these suffering from freedom at its 
least (killing, cutting, disease, etc.) 

not knowledge, awareness, statistics; nobody is seeing 
any of that really (not a single frame shows that)

viewers touched enough to act
by stopping FGM where they are/can

by giving to efforts stopping FGM

so audiovisual orgasm? to protect and empower the orgasm

crowd... what?

funds will...

come mainly from

NOT go to other NGOs supporting FGM

if we really believe in this tool, we should put all our 
eggs in its basket... it also opens up other dimensions

only go to support the broadest hedoné-sponsored in-person distribution 
and screening of this film (with awareness sessions around + artists  
sessions around), for the most to be affected by seeing it and discussing it

this doesn’t have to at Hedoné 
parties or even in Africa

in EVERY country you have a 
member, they can hold a private 
screening fundraiser event and 
send in the funds... easy, 
beautiful, effective, moving effort 
that builds awareness and 
brings in donations to fund more 
of its growth...

then new products, experiences, 
content, artists, speakers can 
start getting incorporated into 
this same channel (Hedone but 
not necessarily hedonist parties, 
so as not to alienate certain 
parts of societies or countries)

stakeholders

target women/decision-makers/influencers 

lay audience (anyone watching)

footage IP owners

grantor (if yes)

contributors

deliverables

films

score

credits

proposals

For hedone

stripped down version of this pitch 

+ scheduling + budgeting + R&R

constant updates

For art grant all above + FGM background/numbers

Call to makers

all above

what do we want

what do they get

scheduling/logistics

Call to musicians

others

budget

schedule

R&R

Don’t cut the flower

(Don’t cut life) What instead? Embrace it - collect it, paint it, stitch it, preserve it, celebrate it, etc.

cutting the genitals is really 
cutting the umbilical chord; 
cutting life and its pulse...

what pollutes air

bla

bla

pesticides

cars/machines

LOVE THE FLOWER

PART I II III IV
TITLE COMING WE HELL       HEAVEN

THEME

.
this

is only 
happening

space and time
form and variety

cycles and richness
history and evolution

choreography and flow
.

.
we
are

more
in love

with more
togetherness

love is the glue
vulva is the flower

.

.
no
fear
stop
pain

death
misery
disease

suffering
.

.
yes
play

enjoy
beauty
vivacity

newness
pleasure

abundance
.

DESCRIPTION

.
how 

have we 
come this far

since the bang
the dance to date

form to this (reality)
evolution to now (life)

blackness to here (earth)
botanical to human (nature)

atomic to astrological (quanta)
to anything we perceive (qualia)

.

.
now

zoom into 
where we start

La Flor de la Vida
is the flowering of life

from her womb of pleasure
in the garden of spirals that fractal

an environment for energy to manifest
for man to make his mark and her to grow

a mirror for consciousness as it touches itself
the blossoming into flower and fruit and seed

.

.
hurt

the cycles
by infringing

on the wisdom
of nature’s growth

fast-forward through
the fast-forwarding eras

more for me in more of mine
wars for creed for speed for greed 

the illusion of control and separating 
peaks from valleys tipping her highness 

.

.
love

her for her
being as she is

the harmonious full
coexisting since the go

when light was far and Om
came before we had a tongue

to lay the narratives of societies
rooted in an empathy for eternity

we are the perfection that just feels
naturally human and humanly natural

.

TAKEAWAY

.
life

is perfect 
here on earth

mother of mothers 
has brought us this far 

tides of beauty in harmony
the cross-dimensional pattern 

to the rhythm of the cycles 
in creative intelligence

delivering deities
for which she
weaves out

nature
.

.
we

are the
florescence

nibbling nipples
pollenating this gravity

sun rays ink petals of poetry 
when tulips kiss and apples drop 

inspiration is impregnation 
newness in multiplicity

our kids are orchids
orbiting as life 

flowers 
on
.

.
let

goddesses
do their thing

come as they could
and grow as they should

this darkness may be where
we were but not where we will

go and grow and do and be
we now know which walls

we crashed heads-on
blood on blood

that must 
stop

.

.
eternity

in the party
after the party

where everybody
loves everybody free

a garden of yes and yours
to play and learn and give all

to grow with a fullest face 
showering in grace 

wrapped in lace
abundance

in every
kiss

.

TRANSITION

.
time

ticks toc
peek-a-boo

and it all starts
from the first pixels 

to capturing the richest 
audiovisual poetry on screen

as the pre-we era decompresses
our virtual reality becomes conscious 

of itself and we watch us multiply with it
.

.
we

see no
humans

but humanity
in human-made art

depicting other humans
in zoetrope from singing bowl

black mother’s legs cross in a flower
 blossoming in a newborn door to existence

flicking through godly genitals in nature and art
.

.
this

cutting
is a shadow

we burry behind us
a plastic-wrapped corpse

in a pesticide-fumigated tomb
deaf to the contractions in her womb

cyclones from volcanos flooding to plague
fossil forces armed in fuel and fire and the hand

invisible to capital earthquakes as shadows still haunt
.

.
here

if we are
heaven is here

heaven is not waiting
heaven is no more worrying

heaven is when we fear no more
heaven is when we don’t suffer anymore

heave is round and wet and luscious and magic
 heaven is fresh and sweet and color and full of songs

heaven is stuck in harmony because he and eve are even
.

PICTURE

.
looks

wavy loops
colorful but preserved

documentative in its dogma
intentional in minimal blossoming 

while using VR-friendly and sensorial SFX

.
looks

(wo)man-made
in tribute to animated art

from zoetrope to flip-book to CGI
pre-film lens-less motion-based storytelling

[cut-out, stop-motion, puppetry, clay figures, manga]

.
looks

old and far
black sepia white

whatever captures ancient
to current darkness of mankind

our lowest lows minus finger-pointing

.
looks

unwatered till
magic potion colors life

draught dyeing barren blueing 
bloom burrowing bustle blowing

plum pearling purple purring people

SOUND

transcendental and progressive
positive, storytellish, elemental

no vocals with lots of natural
pre-human-made sounds

spacey and jungly
 in the same

time
.

. _______                       _______
delicate, emotive, and romantic

sounds of human-made stuff
tribal, ethnic, and melodic

beat establishes rhythm
for pulse to start in

who we bring 
home

.

synthesized drama abounds
the mechanization of man

artificial, angular, faster
experimental beyond

the pace of nature
in still wanting

more
.

free-flowing percussion-brimming
deep-grooving home-coming

authentic instrumentation
flutes, hangs, bouzouki

harps, mandolins
with focus on

happy
.

animation

digital 2D
snow white, peter pan, sleeping 
beauty, aladdin

used

digital 2D

zeotrope

stop motion

puppetry

cut-out animation

stop motion

anime

flipbook animation

not used (overkill)

digital 3D

sand

typography

mechanical

chuckimation

claymation

draw-on-film

paint-on-glass

erasure animation

pinscreen animation

Synonyms

(the act of breathing life into 
something ) vitalization, 
vivification, enlivenment * (the 
state of being lively ) airiness, 
ardor, buoyancy, earnestness, 
energy, enthusiasm, liveliness, 
promptitude, spirit, sprightliness, 
vivacity * (the condition of being 
alive ) life



PART 1 - COMING - PLOT

“the wisdom of nature has brought us this far”

we  
approach  

earth from space 
focus on botanical world  

underseas and fungus to flowers 
animals mating through human evolution 

from a singing bowl to a zoetrope at transition 



this

is only 

happening 
space and time 

form and variety 
cycles and richness 

history and evolution 
choreography and flow

PART 1 - COMING - THEME



how

have we 

come this far 
since the bang 

the dance to date 
form to this (reality) 

evolution to now (life) 
blackness to here (earth) 

botanical to human (nature) 
atomic to astrological (quanta) 

to anything we perceive (qualia)

PART 1 - COMING - DESCRIPTION



PART 1 - COMING - TAKEAWAYS
life 

is perfect 
here on earth 

mother of mothers 
has brought us this far  

tides of beauty in harmony  
the cross-dimensional pattern  

to the rhythm of the cycles  
in creative intelligence  

delivering deities 
for which she  
weaves out 

nature 



PART 1 - COMING - TRANSITION

time 
ticks toc 

peek-a-boo 
and it all starts 

from the first pixels 
to capturing the richest  

audiovisual poetry on screen 
as the pre-we era decompresses  

our virtual reality becomes conscious  
of itself and we watch us multiply with it 



LOOKS  
wavy loops  

colorful but preserved  
documentative in its dogma  

intentional in minimal blossoming  
while using VR-friendly and sensorial SFX   

SOUNDS 
transcendental and progressive  
positive, storytellish, elemental  

no vocals but a lot of nature  
pre-human-made sounds  

spacey and jungly  
in the same  

time

PART 1 - COMING - ATMOSPHERE



PART 2 - WE - PLOT 

“her door to existence is present throughout nature”

animate female figure with flower between legs 
show how fruits are blossoming from flowers 
humans loving each other and reproducing  
newborn coming out of the flower (vulva) 

natural elements resembling genitalia 
sad woman bullied by community 

defining how she should be 
or else she’s not fit 

to bear child 
or even 

live



PART 2 - WE - THEME

we

are  

more 
in love 

with more 
togetherness 

love is the glue 
vulva is the flower



now  
zoom into 

where we start 
La Flor de la Vida 

is the flowering of life 
from her womb of pleasure  

in the garden of spirals that fractal 
an environment for energy to manifest  

for man to make his mark and her to grow  
the mirrors for consciousness touching itself  

the blossoming into flower and fruit and seed 

PART 2 - WE - DESCRIPTION



we

are the 

florescence 
nibbling nipples 

pollenating this gravity 
sun rays ink petals of poetry  

when tulips kiss and apples drop  
inspiration is impregnation  

newness in multiplicity 
our kids are orchids 

orbiting as life  
flowers  

on

PART 2 - WE - TAKEAWAY



PART 2 - WE - TRANSITION

we 
see no 

humans 
but humanity 

in human-made art  
depicting other humans 

in zoetrope from singing bowl  
black mother’s legs cross in a flower  

blossoming in a newborn door to existence  
flicking through godly genitals in nature and art 



LOOKS  
(wo)man-made  

in tribute to animated art 
from zoetrope to flip-book to CGI 

pre-film lens-less motion-based storytelling  
[cut-out, stop-motion, puppetry, clay figures, manga]  

  
. ________                  ________ 

delicate, emotive, & romantic  
sounds of human-made stuff  

tribal, ethnic, and melodic  
beat establishes rhythm  

for pulse to start in  
who we bring 

home 

PART 2 - WE - ATMOSPHERE



PART 3 - HELL - PLOT 

“our cutting of nature brings misery”

big  
orchid  

stem is cut  
with a shaving knife 

blood spreads across screen 
images of violence and darkness 

war, destruction, & disruption of nature 
same evil at root of all such human practices 

collaged to picture the darker sides of humanity  
in association with the action of cutting the vulva



PART 3 - HELL - THEME 

no

fear 
stop 
pain 

death 
misery 

violence 
suffering



PART 3 - HELL - DESCRIPTION 

hurt  
the cycles 

by infringing 
on the wisdom 

of nature’s growth  
fast-forward through 

the fast-forwarding eras 
more for me in more of mine  

wars for creed of speed in greed  
the illusion of control and separating  

peaks from valleys tipping her highness 



PART 3 - HELL - TAKEAWAY 
let  

goddesses 
do their thing 

come as they could 
and grow as they should  

this darkness may be where  
we were but not where we will  

go and grow and do and be  
we now know which walls  

we crashed heads-on  
blood on blood 

that must 
stop 



PART 3 - HELL - TRANSITION

this 
cutting 

is a shadow 
we burry behind us 

a plastic-wrapped corpse 
in a pesticide-fumigated tomb 

deaf to the contractions in her womb  
cyclones from volcanos flooding to plague  

fossil forces armed in fuel and fire and the hand  
invisible to capital earthquakes as shadows still haunt 



PART 3 - HELL - ATMOSPHERE
LOOKS  

old and far  
black, sepia, white 

whatever captures ancient 
to current darkness of mankind  

our lowest lows without finger-pointing  

SOUNDS 
synthesized drama abounds  
the mechanization of man  

artificial, angular, faster  
experimental beyond  

the pace of nature 
in still wanting 

more



PART 4 - HEAVEN - PLOT

everything  
is empty and dry 

colorless and barren until 
kid waters and cares for flower 

everything grows and flourishes 
color comes back into the picture 

happiness and abundance enjoyed 
prosperity visible in better quality of life 

the same woman that was rejected before  
is now accepted and loved by her community

“loving the flower brings abundance”



PART 4 - HEAVEN - THEME 

yes 

play  

enjoy  
beauty  
vivacity  

pleasure  
newness  

abundance 



PART 4 - HEAVEN - DESCRIPTION
love  

her for her 
being as she is 

the harmonious full  
coexisting since the go 

when light was far and Om  
came before we had a tongue 

to lay the narratives of societies  
rooted in an empathy for eternity  

we are the perfection that just feels  
naturally human and humanly natural 



PART 4 - HEAVEN - TAKEAWAY
eternity 

in the party 
after the party 

where everybody  
loves everybody free 

a garden of yes and yours  
to play and learn and give all  

to grow with a fullest face  
showering in grace  

wrapped in lace  
abundance 

in every 
kiss 



PART 4 - HEAVEN - TRANSITION 

here 
if we are 

heaven is here 
heaven is not waiting 

heaven is no more worrying 
heaven is when we fear no more  

heaven is when we don’t suffer anymore  
heaven is round and wet and luscious and magic  

heaven is fresh and sweet and color and full of songs  
heaven is stuck in harmony because he and eve are even 



PART 4 - HEAVEN - ATMOSPHERE 
LOOKS 

unwatered till  
magic potion colors life 

draught dyeing barren blueing  
bloom burrowing bustle blowing 

plum pearling purple purring people 

SOUNDS 
free-flowing percussion-brimming  

deep-grooving home-coming  
authentic instrumentation  

flutes, hangs, bouzouki 
harps, mandolins 

with focus on 
happy 



Development

Production

Intervention

Fundraising

Documentary

2020 2021
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

✓ storyboard ready for review 
✓ searching for director & creators

for producing VR film

✓ film teaser ready for crowdfunding 
✓ securing funds (or sponsorship) for VR headsets

✓ focus on original animation & VR design 
✓ original musical score and sound immersification

for financing intervensions in Africa

✓    conduct screening interventions in Africa
✓ learn and assimilate for next interventions; plan new locations

✓  coverage from documentary film crew during interventions
✓documentary ties overall effort, from making-of to positive results on-site

✓ hold fundraiser screenings in key cities by Hedoné members worldwide

script & presentation

content curation & production 

organize set & logistics

action!

WHEN? - TIMELINE - HIGH-LEVEL 



Senegal

Gambia

Misera Village  
Fonkoi Kunda  

Sinchu

Thionck Essyl  
Mangagoulack 

Mlomp 

WHERE? - VILLAGES - AT LAUNCH 



[in close co-operation with local NGOs, activists, and role models]

Hedoné is proud to partner with and amplify 
the voice of singer and activist Sister Fa, a 
hero in the fight to stop violence against 
women. An FGM survivor herself, Sister Fa has 
created a formidable movement for gender 
equality through her grassroots campaign 
“Education Without Excision”, which uses art 
and music to bring back an accolade of respect 
and empowerment directly to victims of 
cutting rituals in Senegal. 

HOW? - EMPOWERMENT - LOCAL ROLE MODELS 



1. Introductions to production studios (traditional and online) 

2. Introductions to VR gear manufacturers for sponsorship and collaboration 

3. Introductions to niche artistic talent in filmmaking (director, VR expert, animators)

1. For producing VR film experience 

2. For financing first interventions in Senegal & Gambia  

3. For purchasing - or securing sponsorship for - required VR gear 

4. Other fundraising ideas and strategies (ref. art therapy, gender equality, healthcare)

Fundraising

Network

HOW CAN YOU HELP AT THIS STAGE?



we 
believe 

art saves lives 
it is our non-weapon 

in the face of all weapons 
if we want to ‘cut the cutting’ 

burry it where life is being buried 
we propose an ‘audiovisual orgasm’ 

that can protect and grow their orgasm 
we - lovers, doers, artists, and hedonists



we - lovers, doers, artists, and hedonists 
have a duty to beauty and will react if 
plucked, pushed, pulled, or pressed 

freedom wins back where it’s lost 
when these who enjoy most of 

their freedoms free those 
who miss the freedom  

at its very very least 
 - life-loving yeast 

love-living 
 least - is 

 we   



We are as little as our least.



+ +

THE PLAYERS

VGM PARTNER & PRIZE SPONSOR 
[strategic VR gear manufacturing partner]

HEDONÉ 
[+ support network & local partner NGOs]

TARGET COMMUNITY 
[starting with villages <2,000 ppl in Senegal & Gambia]

FILMMAKING ARTISTS 
[independents, representing studios, or in 

ad hoc teams; open to all creators of all 
ages, genders, and backgrounds]

GLOBAL PUBLIC 
[ongoing fundraising to finance actual interventions  

and raising awareness on FGM and Love the  
Flower online and offline worldwide]

SUPPORT FROM OTHER POTENTIAL PARTNER(S) 
[e.g. healthcare, art therapy, gender equality, economic development]

FUNDRAISER SCREENINGS OUTSIDE AFRICA 
[Hedoné members hosting local screenings starting with Europe & Americas]

bears no reference to FGM



+

THE GAME

Final VR film montaged from submissions to intentionally 
crowdsource the ‘intentions’ of all contributing artists 

Create even better immersive experience with original best-
of-breed footage from many artist instead of one (or team)

Content creation and digital rights management delegated 
to artists; each stakeholder focuses on what they do best

Create awareness beyond traditional player flow on female 
genital mutilation and art therapy as transformative tool

Test and improve an art therapy-based model for other 
causes in other places upon the success of this one

+



+

THE WHY

VGM PARTNER & PRIZE SPONSOR

BECAUSE THEY MATTER 
[and this is your art and butter]

SUPPORT FROM OTHER POTENTIAL PARTNER(S)

Because gear/brand will be on the heads  
– and in the hearts and minds –  
of these needing it most

Because of target customers, thanks 
to screenings in ‘developed’ cities  
worldwide (with Berlin, LA, 
and Tulum to start)

Because VR should make the  
reality we want less virtual

Because you’re only doing the art 
when it embodies fuller bodies

Because you will do well from doing good; 
noble purpose and sizable cash prize

Because contest will provide winning artist(s) 
with an API-based badge to use online  

showing realtime counts of people 
 transformed by your VR film

FILMMAKING ARTISTS



+

THE PRIZE

VGM PARTNER & PRIZE SPONSOR FILMMAKING ARTISTS

SUPPORT FROM OTHER POTENTIAL PARTNER(S)

81 entry-level headsets to be used in 
x 50 in Senegal  & Gambia interventions 
x 15 in Europe (Berlin+) for fundraiser screenings 
x 15 in USA (LA+) for fundraiser screenings 
x 1 for testing and Love the Flower team

Introductions to VR artists and content creators to 
participate in Love the Flower contest

Technical support and guidance throughout

Helping promote the effort through your channels to 
raise awareness, funds, and creative collaboration

We are searching for a partner(s) who 
would match the VGM’s donation in cash 
value. This donation would in turn be used 
in full to fund the prize for the VR film 
contest. 

Ideally, we would like this to come from an 
iconic visual artist or the organizations/
endowments representing them and 
preserving their legacy.

(value ~$15K)(~$15K prize)

Your best adaptation of the spirit and script 
of Love the Flower; go wild and stay sweet

The rights to incorporate all or part of your 
content in the final crowdsourced montage 
to be used in Africa 

Your submission can address all or any of the 
4 parts of the script in 10 minutes or less

That you promote your participation in the 
contest to help bring awareness and raise 
funds for the interventions in Africa; we will 
provide supporting tools and recognition



2020 2021
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

+
WINNING  

SUBMISSION
% OF CONTENT SHARE IN 

FINAL MONTAGE USED

$ ($upport)
A (art)

K (knowledge)

+

ORIGINAL IDEA SCRIPT & DEVELOPMENT

VGM PARTNER

SUPPORT COMMITTED

SUPPORT

CONTEST LAUNCHED

81 headsets (~15K)
~$15K to support prize

WINNER(S) DECIDED

VR know-how & artist intros

ACTION IN AFRICA

prize sponsorship + public donations 
online throughout competition timeline

symbolic application fee by 
filmmakers to serve as 

filter + cushion for 
contest’s IT needs  

LOGISTICS PLANNED

community polling before/after 
interventions to monitor KPIs

best adaptations of script by filmmakers

awareness and feedback loop on 
measurable performance of Love the 
Flower, on FGM in general, and on 

art therapy as transformative tool

prize shared between winner and prorated content used
API-based badge

}final crowdsourced collage

superfoods feast gathering 
binaural sound meditation  
audiovisual vr experience 
educative talk & open mic 
music & circular dancing

Hedoné members hosting fundraiser screenings in Europe & Americas
to support on-site intervention costs

prorated value of prize to filmmaker 
based on share in final edit of VR 

film to be used in Africa

reflecting realtime 
counts of transformed 

minds in Africa

PSYCHOMAGIA

~2hrs for 5-steps 
per groups of 50 

in villages of <2,000

crowdsourcing art & intention 
tied to  

filmmakers 
with electronic 
trophy badge 

꩜

flow

time

progress

ecosystem of supporters, experts, and artists  
collective persuasion by collective co-creation



“There’s nothing virtual about 
the difference we can make. 

We have the potential to transform education, improve 
productivity, advance social movements, and expand 

our understanding of people and cultures around the 
world — all through the power of virtual reality.”

O C U LU S

?

we love vr for good by (and similar programs)



and we’d love to work with
(and similar icons)



we 
believe 

art saves lives 
it is our non-weapon 

in the face of all weapons 
if we want to ‘cut the cutting’ 

burry it where life is being buried 
we propose an ‘audiovisual orgasm’ 

that can protect and grow their orgasm 
we - lovers, doers, artists, and hedonists 

have a duty to beauty and will react if 
plucked, pushed, pulled, or pressed 

freedom wins back where it’s lost 
when these who enjoy most of 

their freedoms free those 
who miss the freedom  

at its very very least 
 - life-loving yeast 

love-living 
 least - is 

 we    
- 

we  
are 

as little  
as our least





“Flowers are primarily made up of sex organs and things that surround the sex 
organs. In fact, they have both male and female sex organ. I don’t want to burst your 
bubble or anything, but you kind of were painting vaginas all that time. I know that 
sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, but a flower is pretty much always a…”

all artwork in this presentation by  
Georgia O'Kee!e (1887-1986)



hi@hedone.world


